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The civil rights movement remains a potent reminder that politically marginalized groups can shape the Jaw through mobilization and collective action. This has made the movement a crucial source of symbolism for those activists who have come after. But it has also been a source of what sociologist Doug McAdam has called "cultural innovauons"2: transformative strategies and tactics that can be embraced and modified by later movements. This chapter examines the legacy of the Civil Rights Act by revisiting the social movement that produced it and comparing that movement to a recent and galvanizing successor, the movement for immigrant rights. 3 This movement has not simply used the storied tactics of the civil rights movement; it has modified them in ways that render them more performative: undocumented activists implement the familiar tactics that enact, in daring and surprising ways, the public belonging to which they aspire. 4 This performative dimension would seem to distinguish the immigrant rights movement, at the level of organizational strategy, from its civil rights counterpart, whose participants were constitutionally acknowledged as citizens. However, focusing instead on the legal consciousness and self-conception of individual activists may unveil greater similarities between participants in the two movements. As the individual narratives elicited by sociologists and historians of the civil rights movement demonstrate, participants in many civil rights campaigns were asserting a citizenship in which they did not feel secure, notwithstanding its formal recognition in law. In this respect, both movements relied on what Patricia Williams has called the "alchemy" of claiming rights that may be emergent or precarious as a means of securing their formal recognition.
Part I of this chapter examines the civil rights movement and the immigrant rights movement from the standpoint of organizational strategy and tactics. It focuses on two "cultural innovations" that have become hallmarks of the civil rights movement: the use of direct action, particularly civil disobedience, to protest Jim Crow laws in Southern states, and the campaigns that sought to prepare and register black residents for the franchise in rural communities of the Deep South, such as Mississippi. Both direct action and civic engagement campaigns have been central to the emerging movement for immigrant rights. But they have been implemented with distinctive variations, which enable the assertion of b elonging by one visible and compelling segment of the immigrant population-undocumented youth. Part li reconsiders the claim advanced in Part I, that the immigrant rights movement is distinct in its performative dimension, by focusing on the individual legal consciousness of participants. This analysis suggests that early civil rights activists also performed a citizenship they did not experience as secure in order to bring it more fully into being. The work of social scientists such as Francesca Polletta and Charles Payne, who have studied the civil rights movement at the level of individual legal consciousness, demonstrates that the sense of belonging experienced by grassroots activists in the movement was shaped as much by the pervasive threat of state-sanctioned violence as by the formal rights of citizenship they were seeking to enforce. The role of "first-class citizens," which activists undertook to secure the enforcement of their rights, may have felt to them as uncertain or aspirational as the civic roles embraced by undocumented immigrants.
The civil rights movement deployed a range of direct action tactics, whose moral impetus and visual imagery became synonymous with the movernent in the public mind. Boycotts brought coordinated economic pressure to bear on those who followed segregationist laws or practices. 5 Sit-ins violated Jim Crow laws, which protesters viewed as inconsistent with federal guarantees of equal protection. 6 Freedom riders exercised the federal right to integrated public accommodations in state contexts where that act of integration sparked violent resistance? These actions made visible to the public that constitutional guarantees of equal protection and full citizenship were being flouted by Jim Crow laws and Southern resistance. Direct action tactics also highlighted the moral resolve of protesters and their willingness to endure hardship in order to communicate their message. 8 But these tactics served an additional purpose: they exposed the regime of often-violent enforcement that held segregative practices in place. 9 The dogs and firehoses that Bull Connor loosed on student protesters in Birmingham and the angry mobs who attacked Freedom Riders as they debarked at interstate bus terminals set in motion several responses that were critical to movement strategy. These repressive responses often triggered court challenges, which enabled federal judges to articulate the federal guarantees applicable to African Americans. 10 Moreover, where state officials targeted protesters with violence, or failed to restrain the violent response of their citizens, protesters could demand-and occasionally received-federal intervention and protection.ll Finally, and perhaps most importantly, confrontations between nonviolent protesters and violent state officials or citizens elicited broad media coverage, which could incite empathy, indignation, and outrage across broad swaths of the American public. 12 Campaigns targeting communities that combined Jim Crow laws with volatile law enforcement were particularly effective in influencing a legislative response. 13 The meetings, trainings in nonviolent protest, and mass arrests that surrounded direct action events also built deep solidarity among protesters. 14 The immigrant justice movement has deployed many of these tactics with a full awareness of the expressive value of their legacy. Protests over the enactment of Arizona's S.B. 1070, the first in a spate of antiimmigrant state laws, utilized many of the direct action tactics that had helped civil rights activism to gain purchase. The enactment of the law was swiftly followed by the announcement of an economic boycott of the state, organized by coalition of immigrant groups and endorsed by Rep. Raul Grijalva, a proimrrrigrant member of Congress. 15 A cascade of protests, including a one-hundred-day vigil at the state capital, followed. 16 Protesters held sit-ins on public streets and at state and federal buildings; they occasionally blocked the vehicles of antiimmigrant Sherriff Joe Arpaio of Maricopa County. A group of undocumented activists boarded the Undocubus for an interstate journey to the 2012 Democratic National Convention (DNC). 17 However, the contexts in which movement activists utilized these tactics, and the ways in which they were executed, often diverged from those of the civil rights movement.
First, the appeal to the federal government implicit in these tactics was a more ambivalent undertaking. While the Obama administration ultimately challenged S.B. 1070 on the grounds that it was preempted by federal authority over immigration, a complex array of laws and programs, such as section 287(g) of the Immigration and National Act (287(g)) and Secure Communities, created partnerships between state and local officials and the federal government in the enforcement of immigration law. This meant the federal government was often directly implicated in the very patterns of enforcement to which protesters objected. Second, although direct action tactics have been similar, they have been directed toward different targets and have reflected different kinds of strategies. Because enforcement of federal immigration law rests substantially in the discretion of state and federal law enforcement agents, it is more difficult to stage a protest that targets a particular law, or captures its symbolism, in the way that the lunch counter sit-ins, for example, captured the quotidian yet corrosive character of segregation. Early examples of direct action by immigrants were often staged to manifest generalized resistance, with protesters sitting on a banner in the middle of a busy street or in a courtyard in front of a state or federal building. More recently, activists have sought to target the operation of immigration enforcement by chaining themselves to buses carrying immigrants toward deportation or buildings where the detention or processing of those subject to deportation occurs. 18 Moreover, direct action tactics by immigrant groups have not predictably provoked the repressive response that sparked widespread publicity during the civil rights movement. Although a sea of cell phones has been raised to capture each encounter between police and protesters, 19 there have been few incidents of brutality in the confrontation or arrests of those practicing civil disobedience. This may be partly because law enforcement officials have learned the lessons of the civil rights protests. But it may be Performative Citizenship 1n the Civil Rights and lmm1grant Rights Movements 5 because officials have had a different weapon to wield against protesters, particularly as undocumented activists began to join in acts of protest and civil disobedience. The fact that undocumented activists taken into custody in connection with civil disobedience or other acts of protest could be subject to detention or deportation on the basis of their immigration status has introduced a new dynamic into direct action events. The fear of deportation and family separation is present for undocumented protesters, as the fear of violence had been for civil rights demonstrators. But it is a less visible fear, and when realized in the context of an "off-camera" administrative process, it has not subjected law enforcement to publicity or to comparably widespread moral judgment. Consequently, activists have been required to develop additional tactics to turn direct action protests to their str ategic advantage.
One particularly powerful tactic was introduced by DREAMers, undocumented youth who were among the first undocumented activists to assume visible leadership in the larger irnmigrantjustice movement. Beginning in 2010, as they mobilized for a federal law that would have granted a path to citizenship for childhood arrivals, DREAMers began to "come out" as "undocumented and unafraid." 20 This tactic drew inspiration from the self-disclosures that became paradigmatic for the LGBT movem ent as a vehicle for fighting isolation and generating both community and public awareness. 21 It also drew on the practices of selfnarration common in feminist consciousness raising and in mass meetings of the civil rights movement. 22 This self-narration had several functions in immigrant activism. The first was raising consciousness and conveying information. The stories of undocumented activists communicated what it was like to be a person without legal status, thus conveying a reality that was starkly unfamilia r to most Americans. Young activists described surviving day to day without even the assurance provided by a legal presence that a family would not be deported or separated; they described the difficulties of trying to make a living or get an education any of the government-conferred benefits-from a social security number to in-state tuition or scholarships-that many with legal status take for granted. 23 But the stories of undocumented youth were not simply narratives of suffering. They were also stories about progress made in confronting and transcending these limitations, both through individual effort and through political solidarity. Finally, there was also a persuasive and performative dimension of "stories of self" that was directed at the larger public. Coming out as "undocumented and unafraid" reflected an almost Austenian perfonnativity. Those who declared their fearlessness in coming "out of the shadows" may well have felt fear, yet they found energy, strength, and resolve in their own dec-larations, the parallel actions of others, and the responsive shouts of "undocumented and unafraid" that surrounded them as they exposed their identities, crossed borders, or chained themselves to public property. By speaking directly and candidly to the public and petitioning the government for redress of grievances, they were claiming the role of citizens-a role that felt both earned and precarious. 24 They were also enacting, in salient respects, the political reality to which they aspired: a political world in which they could engage, as members, over critical questions of national policy. But because undocumented immigrants did not yet enjoy, as a matter of formal law, the role that they were claiming, these disclosures had persuasive as well as performative value. They showcased DREAMers as participants with moral courage and political responsibility who were willing to take risks to win a role for which they were otherwise prepared, much as the willingness to endure violent attacks with nonviolent perseverance had distinguished civil rights protesters.
Whether activists were mobilizing for federal reforms or resisting oppressive state laws, practices of "corning out of the shadows" and "telling your story" had a flavor of civil disobedience. They made visible an ongoing violation of the law and exposed violators to potential consequences25 in order to change the law. When these practices of selfdisclosure26 were combined with familiar forms of direct action, the combination made the risk-taking of undocumented activists visible and generated visibility for the movement. For example, in july 2012, during the federal civil rights trial of Sherriff Joe Arpaio, four undocumented Phoenix activists held a press conference announcing their status and sat down in the street in front of the federal court building, subjecting themselves to arrest. 27 Or, later that summer, several dozen undocumented activists rode the Undocubus across several states that had enacted or considered anti-immigrant legislation, en route to the in the Democratic National Convention in Charlotte, North Carolina. 28 These protests used tactics popularized by the civil rights movement: the sit-in, the freedom ride, the confrontation at the Democratic National Convention. But in each case, protesters used a new and innovative tactic-selfdisclosure and self-narration by undocumented activists-to attain the visibility and mount the kind of moral claim that civil rights protesters had achieved by exposing themselves to state-sponsored violence.
B. Voter Registration and Civic Engagement
As a movement of citizens who were, for all practical purposes, disenfranchised, the civil rights movement embraced twin imperatives. 31 The MFDP conducted its own primaries and conventions for local African American participants, giving those who had not previously participated direct experience of the electoral process. The project also enabled some MFDP activists to communicate their experience and commitment to a dubious white public as a result of claiming their right to be seated at lhe 1964 Democrati c National Convcmion. Another innovation of the Mississippi Project (sometimes referred to as "Freedom Summer") was to bring hundreds of elite, white coll ege stud ents to work with local organizers in rural Mississippi. 32 The role of whites in promoting registration in Mississippi, which built on years of organizing by SNCC activists, was more than an injection of relief troops in a sharply embattled region. The dangers to which both black and white activists were exposed-captured chillingly by the murders of orgamzers Goodman, Cheney, and Schwerncr in the summer of 1961-madc the meaning of massive resistance, and of second-class citizenship, stunningly concrete to the students and their well-connected parents. Their concrete understanding of the ways that racial hierarchy was maintained by state-supported violence prompted demands fo r protective federal intervention in Mississippi and created a body of influential allies for the movement as a wholc. 33 Civic engagement has also played a large role in the movement for immigrant rights, but it bas been structured by a different set of dynam-ics. Undocumented immigrants face a barrier to the franchise that is different from the registrars and sheriffs of Mississippi. With no legal status {and for most no legal presence), undocumented immigrants cannot assert even a formal right to the franchise. Legislative reform providing some path to citizenship is necessary before such a claim can be made. To enlist support for such legislation, immigrant activists, like their civil rights counterparts, have been required to mobilize voters beyond the group who stands directly to benefit. The immigrant rights movement, however, can draw on a group of Latino voters that is more proximate than the general population of whites and far larger than the group of "Freedom Summer" parents whose familial connection to segregationist violence spurred their political participation. Many Latino voters have firsthand exposure to the struggles of undocumented family members, friends, and neighbors or have experienced their own fear of family separation. The challenge, however, has been to reach and mobilize a group of voters who have not historically turned out in high numbers 34 and help them make the connection between the changes they want to see, and their own electoral participation.
A pivotal innovation in this effort has been the recruitment of undocumented youth to register and mobilize Latino voters. A series of civic engagement campaigns in Arizona demonstrate the potential of this practice. Undocumented youth have been volunteering in civil engagement campaigns in Arizona since at least 2011 when Randy Parraz and Citizens for a Better Arizona mounted a recall campaign against Russell Pearce, the legislative sponsor of S.B. 1070.35 Youthful volunteers signed on to challenge a politician who had exposed their communities to fear, surveillance, and harassment. Both those who had already been active in politics, such as members of the Arizona Dream Act Coalition and those who were entirely new to organizing, came out for the effort to register voters. When voters seemed reluctant about registering or doubted that their vote could make a difference, undocumented volunteers engaged them by narrating their own experience under S.B. 1070, arguing that if they could make a difference when they could not even cast a ballot, surely a registered voter could make a contribution to bringing about change. 36 This tactic was given a powerful boost when Pearce was defeated by an unlikely combination of Latino voters, moderate business interests, and concerned Mormons. Both Latino voters and undocumented volunteers saw that they could make a difference in the direction of state politics.
37 Perhaps the most striking example of this approach occurred in the summer and fall of 2012, when a coalition between a proimmigrant civic engagement organization and a local union recruited more than two thousand teenage volunteers and orga-nizers, many of them undocumented, to register voters for the November 2012 election. Calling their campaign "Adios Arpaio;' the activists used the reelection campaign of the sheriff of Maricopa County as a hook for registering and motivating Latino voters. 38 Through a systematic training process supported by nationwide organizations such as the Center for Community Change, young activists learned to share their stories of racial profiling and family separation perpetuated by Arpaio's forces and to engage creatively with apathetic or reluctant voters. A DREAM Act organization supplemented their efforts with the "1 am a DREAM Voter" campaign, in which DREAMers asked registered voters to cast their ballots on in support of pro-DREAMer candidates and policies. Although Arpaio was reelected, his margin was very narrow, and the campaigns registered tens of thousands of new Latino voters in the greater Phoenix area.39
The civic engagement campaigns reflected another dimension of the performative strategy of the immigrant rights movement. The volunteers who canvassed in Arizona's civic engagement campaigns became deeply involved not only with the principal goal of replacing particular elected officials but also with the mechanics of the vote, the issues facing particular neighborhoods, and the concept of political accountability. 40 In m any cases they taught citizens either about the substantive issues or about filling out a ballot. Placing undocumented youth in an integral facilitative role in relation to one of the most central rights of citizenship created a new political reality just as the meetings, caucuses, and elections of the MFDP created a new political reality in which mainstream participants could see the knowledge and commitment of the new participants differently. Yet, if anything, the inauguration of new political relations-the improbable claiming of the uspace of citizenship"-was even more striking in the case of young immigrants. Theirs was not a parallel process: they were integrally involved with citizens in their registration to vote and the casting of their ballots. And the young people who performed this role were not American citizens brutally deprived of their voting rights but residents with no legal status and, in some cases, no legal right to be present. Both the efficacy and the transformative symbolism of this strategy were such th at it was perhaps no surprise that the Arizona legislature soon began to enact legislation regulating the roles of volunteers in the early balloting process.
II. Rights Consciousness, Emergent Rights, and Performative Rights Assertion
Thus far the civil rights movement and the immigrant justice movement have been considered as constellations of actors on the public stage. This lens reveals that the discourse, the strategies, and the specific tactical repertoires of the civil rights movement have become symbols and templates for the immigrant justice movement and for many other movements. This perspective also highlights the ways that immigrant activists have revised these strategies and tactics to encompass new practices. These practices of self-narration and multifaceted civic engagement are performative along several dimensions. First, they enable immigrants to reject the fear and the resulting posture of hiding that governmental officials have sought to impose on them through anti-immigrant legislation and enforcement efforts. Second, these tactics have enabled undocumented activists to "claim the space of citizenship" while simultaneously developing and manifesting the skills and attributes that serve to unsettle public understanding of undocumented immigrants and their belonging. Finally, these performances create an outside-a public impression-that emanates more from desire and imagination than from legal foundation or subjective self-conception. In concrete and socially transformative ways, immigrants undertake the tasks of a citizenship they have not yet been granted and manifest a confidence and self-possession that may belie a far more ambivalent set of feelings and expectations. These performative dimensions of the recent immigrant mobilization might seem to distinguish it from a civil rights activism that was grounded in the guarantees of the Civil War Amendments and sought to make good on their incomplete promise through federal legislation and enforcement.
But the literature of social movements suggests another way to look at these two efforts: not as movements engaging with legal institutions in carefully choreographed repertoires but as situated groups of individual actors, asserting or negotiating rights claims. From this perspective, the question is how actors in these two movements think about their rights, or how they see their relation to the polity as they go about their dayto-day work. Viewed in this way, taking the individual activist and his or her legal or rights consciousness as the focus, 41 the difference between the movements is not as stark as one might initially suspect. For many grassroots participants in the civil rights movement, the formal rights to citizenship and to equal protection that were conferred on African Americans by the Civil War Amendments were less constitutive of their sense of rights and of belonging than the regimes of social and institu-tional exclusion, economic retaliation, and public-private violence that structured their daily existence. In pivotal contexts such as movement organizing in Mississippi, the self-assertion of African American activists had aspects of performativity that, in some respects, resemble those of the immigrant justice movement.
A Rights Consciousness and Emergent Rights among Immigrant Activists
As noncitizens who lack a legal status and, in most cases, a legal right to be present, immigrant activists do not instinctively regard their "rights" as formal claims that can be directed to courts or enforced by legislatures.42 The experience of mobilizing without legal status, and indeed the experience of navigating American society without many formal rights, has engendered in many immigrant activists an attitude of improvisatory self-reliance. They view progress as more likely to arise from their own organizing than from the declarations of the courts. 43 Consequently, groups often operate orthogonally to formal occasions of rights declaration.
44 Immigrant activists have used major court dates as opportunities for rallying, marching, or direct action-for reminding public officials that ''we are still here and we are watching." 45 Activists across the country marched on the day that the Supreme Court heard argument in Arizona v. United States. 46 Activists in Arizona h eld a press conference and engaged in civil disobedience on the day that Sherriff Joe Arpaio testified before the district court in Melendres v. Arpaio. 47 Participants also seem to understand their activism as working parallel to formal adjudicative processes. For example, activists sometimes say that the Melendres decision simply confirmed what they knew about joe Arpaio when they sat down in front of his trucks or conducted the "Adios Arpaio" campaign. 48 One primary way in which undocumented activists seem to understand their own rights, however, is as claims to be negotiated or extended through assertion in encounters with law enforcement officials. One starting point for this assertion of rights is the "Know Your Rights" sessions that have been held throughout Arizona and other states, often sponsored by legal organizations such as the ACLU in conjunction with local proimmigrant organizations. These forums have been frequent and well-attended events that have served as both a basis for organizing and a vehicle for preventing panic in the face of legislation like S.B. 1070. 49 They advise members of the community about what they should do in preparation for a stop, detention, or deportation. The range of rights that undocumented immigrants can assert in encounters with state law enforcement officials or with agents of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is, in a formal sense, limited. 5° For example, they can decline to tell law enforcement officials where they are from (though this information may become available if they are ultimately held and fingerprinted). They can ask for a lawyer if they are detained. They can create an advance directive specifying who will be responsible for their children (or pets or property) if they are deported. None of these rights, however, will predictably prevent detention or deportation. Yet some immigrant activists report that knowing about these rights can make a difference in the way they engage law enforcement if they are actually stopped and the way they live their daily 1ives. 51 This greater confidence is an advantage to the movement because it may prevent daunted immigrants from returning to their countries of origin in the face of restrictive state legislation. Some report that simply having made arrangements for the care of their children gives them greater peace of mind as they travel from home to work and back. 52 Others say that they feel less panic when they are stopped, and they are less likely to make costly errors. One young woman explained that this kind of preparation helped her assert her rights over a thirty-six-hour period of detention. She noted, moreover, that the calm and persistent way that she responded when questioned h elped persuad e Immigration and Customs (ICE) officials that she was "a good person"-the kind of person who should be released rather than deported even though officials ultimately understood that she was in the United States without authorization. 53 This example points to a peculiar feature of immigration enforcement, particularly in a period of legislative stalemate, in which many important decisions related to detention and deportation rest on a broad and differentially applied set of enforcement priorities. In the gray area of in tersection between immigration law and discretionary enforcement priorities such as those contained in the Morton memorandum, 54 one's de facto "right" to remain-which is not a formal legal right but an experientially grounded j udgment about the acts for which, or circumstances under which, one will not be deported-may ultimately be established or extended by tendentious efforts to push the envelope. One young man, a naturalized citizen who had been active in the early formation of Arizona's DREAM Act movement, described his disbelief when he heard that the first DREAMers had iden tified themselves publicly as undocumented. "My God, I thought, those kids are going to be deported. But then they were not. And soon others joined them," making similar selfdisclosures. 55 Had those initial DREAMers not disclosed their status, the entire community might still believe that their self-identification would trigger deportation. After lheir action, many began to believe that it might not-at least not predictably-do so. Hundreds of DREAMers began to hve rheir lives and conduct the1r politics differently as a result. 56 This assertion of emergent rights 57 was performative in the sense that it reflected neither a foundation in established law nor a grounding in lhe subjective expectations of the participants, who likely also assessed the risk of deportation as great. Perhaps more important, this act was performative in the sense lhat activi sts' willingness to suffer the consequences of a previously untested form of political conduct helped establish this form of engagement as a plausible strategy-a lower-risk actjvity than had previously been bel ieved. Because activists' legal status has not changed, these acts of self-assertion continue to occupy a gray area of hazard. Although the DREAMers themselves may not be deported for coming out as "undocumented and unafraid," there are cases in which their family members have been detained or have come close to deportation in the wake of this fo rm of activism. 58 But, due in large part to this purposeful pressing of the envelope, the scope of the de facto "right to remain" has expanded a bll.
Activists explain the resolve that has animated these risk-taking acts in many ways. 59 Some point to a feeling of necessity-that is, they must aucmpt to press boundaries because there is no olher choice. "When your back is to the wall, you come out swinging" is a phrase that emerges regularly among Arizona activists. Another kind of explanation that reflects some tension with the preceding explanatio n is that undocumented youth often feel like they belong to American society. "We are citizens without the papers," activists frequently say. 60 A sense of authorization may also come from a subset of families who approach being undocumented matter-of-factly and teach their children that it should not be a barr.ier to their aspirations. 61 A feeling of authorization may also be generated through solidaristic activity within the movement through which activists learn that "it doesn't have to be this way: we can empower ourselves to make a change" 62 or that "the safest place for anyone targeted by these laws is out, proud, and part of an organized community.'·63 But performative assertion of emergent rights-asserting oneself and/ or one's right to remain in a negotiation with a state or federal official acting in a gray area of enforcement discretion-may have value in establishing new boundaries for the activity of undocumented immigrants.
B. Emergent Rights and Performative Citizenship in the Civil Rights Movement
One might expect this pattern of rights-consciousness and rightsassertion to distinguish the immigrant justice movement from the civil rights movement, which is grounded on a conception of rights as legally established entitlements. No less a document than the Constitution declares the rights of former slaves and their descendants to citizenship and to the nondiscriminatory exercise of the right to the vote. These rights faced adamant resistance; they required articulation by the courts and enforcement by the elected branches, neither of which was a foregone conclusion as the civil rights movement waged its early campaigns. But the specific rights asserted by the movement had a basis in written law. Moreover, as citizens and as federal rights holders, African Americans assumed a plausible role when they petitioned their government for the redress of their grievances. 64 The notion of rights as formal constitutional guarantees, which had only to be enforced by the federal government against state and local resistance, was central to the discourse of the movement. As Martin Luther King Jr. told a mass meeting at the beginning of the Montgomery Bus Boycott, "We are not wrong ... [and] if we are wrong, the Supre1ne Court is wrong, and if we are wrong, the Constitution is wrong."6 5
But if we move from the public discourse and group-based tactics of the movement to the self-understandings of participants doing the work of the movement on a daily basis, a different picture emerges. For the mother sending her child to the first integrated school in her city or the Mississippi sharecropper mustering the courage to register to vote, for countless movement participants facing administrative intransigence, employer retaliation, and the ever-present threat of state-sanctioned violence, rights were never simply constitutionally established objects of federal enforcement. 66 In individual and family conversations and in mass meetings at black churches, participants had to persuade themselves and each other that they could claim the role of citizens, a role that was as much a product of their persistent, if uneasy, self-assertion as of the declarations of federal courts.
This dimension of the civil rights struggle can be glimpsed, for example, in Francesca Polletta's analysis of rights consciousness among SNCC activists in Mississippi from 1961 to 1966. 67 Studying the sharecroppers and domestic workers who risked their lives and livelihoods to register to vote, Polletta did not find actors who felt that their constitutionally established rights simply had to be vindicated by federal intervention and affirmation. She saw people whose daily lives drove home the lessons of their marginality and second-class citizenship, and whose struggle, as they put it, to achieve "first-class citizenship" was fraught with retaliation, harassment, and pervasive physical danger. These activists, Polletta explained, played an active role in unsuccessful lawsuits against registrars who denied their rights or sheriffs who beat them. They spent hours giving statements or testifying in court because they experienced a pride in being able to tell their stories. They gathered at the courthouse each day for the trials, fueled by a sense of wonder at witnessing efforts-however unsuccessful-to hold white men to account. In much the same way as immigrant activists in Arizona, these activists saw moments of adjudication as opportunities for community organizing, for relating their own experience, for bearing witness to the possibilities of an ongoing struggle rather than simply as occasions of rights declaration.
Civil rights organizing in Mississippi was also characterized by moments of improvisatory rights assertion, which sometimes provided activists with greater room to maneuver. Neither the groups of prospective voters who presented themselves to registrars in rural Greenwood County, nor the African American organizers who made a practice of attending the white movie theater every Wednesday, nor the registrants who defended themselves with words or the occasional shotgun against neighbors or officials who came to intimidate them, knew what awaited them in these encounters. 68 As the courage of these actors became contagious in a county or a region, the tide of violent enforcement would sometimes recede a little.
While participants may have drawn the courage for these moments of rights assertion from the knowledge of their formal constitutional rights, scholars of movement organizing point to other sources with greater parallels to the experience of undocumented students. Some of those in the movement drew their strength from the instruction and support of family. Charles Payne quotes one Mississippi organizer: "I think somehow you've always had families who were not afraid ... they just talked to their immediate family and let them know, you know 'You're somebody. You can't express it right now but you keep this in mind. You're just as much as anybody, you keep it in mind.' And then when the time for this came, we produced." 69 Also crucial in fueling this impetus were mass meetings, often held in local black churches? 0 At these meetings, participants were exhorted by leader-organizers like Fanny Lou Hamer or Aaron Henry? 1 They sang together 72 and they narrated to each other the burdens and dangers of trying to comport themselves like "first-class citizens" by surmounting the many perils of registering to vote. 73 By sharing and witnessing each other's stories they began to earn the status of first-class citizens in each other's eyes, if not yet in the eyes of the law.7 4 This attainment enabled them to push forward, much like the DREAMers who have celebrated each other's "stories of self," both in public and in smaller, organizational settings. Participants in Mississippi organizing campaigns had formal citizenship, but their daily lives were a constant reminder of its unaccomplished status. Their rights were emergem 75 and their participation as citizens-though constitutionally warranted-was, in important ways, performative. It inaugurated a new political reality in which African Americans in the rural South ernerged from the constraints imposed by threats and fear to be participants in public life, and it created a powerful external impression that fueled rather than reflected a subjective sense of entitlement. Their "first-class citizenship"-like the undocumented immigrants' de facto right to remain-was always in the process of being forged by activists' often excruciating efforts.
Ill. Conclusion
When immigrant justice activists employ the tactical forms or the broad equal opportunity frames of the civil rights movement, this may in fact be part of their performative strategy. They embrace the paradigmatic example of citizens vindicating their rights in the face of brutal opposition and uncertain enforcement as yet another way of modeling the citizenship that they hope to attain. Perhaps the recapitulation of the tactics or frames of the civil rights movement in a more pointedly performative register is the ultimate example of creative adaptation. It demonstrates that the conceptual and tactical vocabulary developed to claim the full measure of citizenship can also be deployed by those who lack even its formal guarantees. But immigrant justice activists may also glimpse something about the civil rights movement that much of the public (and many legal scholars) has tended to miss-namely, that for African Americans fighting for civil rights, their recognition was never a fait accompli. Their first-class citizenship was always at stake, something that had to be contended for every day.7 6 These parallels suggest an insight that may be applicable not only to the civil rights movement but to many movements for inclusion through law. Even as we most firmly assert our claims to belonging, we are performing, with a fragile mix of hope and insistence, our entitlement to exercise them. 3. The term that those activists in the movement use to refer to themselves is still a work in progress. Some activists, particularly those fighting for federal reform, use the term ''immigrant rights movement" perhaps as part of the effort to underscore similarities to the civil rights movement and to emphasize the aspiration to formal rights for immigrants, such as those reflected in S. 744's path to citizenship. In Arizona, activists refer to their struggle with the term "immigrant justice movement." (They may also describe their work less globally and more specifically as "advocating for the community" or "fighting deportations.") The term "immigrant justice" may reflect the fact that resistance to legislation such as Arizona's anti-immigrant law S.B. 1070 may be more a matter of justice than of presently enforceable rights: there are not many rights that an undocumented immigrant can assert in the face of an official demand to show his or her papers. Perhaps more to the point, this term seems intended to emphasize the moral imperative behind the movement. There is value in bolh terms-the latter for its moral impetus, the former for its performative selfassertion (participants in the civil rights movement, one might argue, could point to a range of formal rights whose recognition and enforcement comprised the goals of their movement). Both terms, as appropriate, will be used in this chapter.
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• the latter of which purport to describe or report on phenomena in the world and may be true or false. Perhaps the most controversial direct-action protest to date has been the return of the DREAM 9, a group of undocumented activists who reentered the United States after either experiencing deportation or leaving to be reunited with family in Mexico. Although they were initially taken into custody at the border and detained, they were subsequently released and have cleared the initial, comparatively low hurdle (a "credible fear" screening) in their claims for asylum. Aura Bogado, Undocumented Activists Take 19. Conventional media sources also covered these protests and were tuned into potential sites of conflict. However, the use of cell phones to capture potential confrontations (which was vigorously encouraged both by activist groups and by allies such as the ACLU as protests unfolded) signaled the increasing contribution of movement-generated coverage and social media in communications strategies of the movement. 23. DREAMer narratives sometimes also had additional goals. They may have been ajmed at dispelling stereotypes, such as those that circulated among supporters of anti-immigrant state legislation that undocumented immigrants were associated with Latin American drug cartels or had come to the United States to draw on public benefits. Some early DREAMer narratives also involved a drum that, because they had been brought to the United States as children, undocumented youth had violated immigration regulations through no fault of their own. This "no fault" strategy has more recently been criticized within the movement as divisive and hierarchizing and has been muted as undocumented youth have sought to make claims on behalf of the eleven million, and to explain and celebrate, rather than stigmatize, the sacrifices of their parents. See NICHOLLS, supra note 19, at 127-29.
Many undocumented immigrants, particularly those who have been in the United
States since early childhood, express the feeling that they are "citizens in every way but the papers." Arizona Immigrant Justice Project, supra (interview transcripts and notes on file with author). O n the other hand, they understand that this experience of familiarity and cultural belonging can be shattered at any moment by an encounter with a law enforcement official or the detention of a family member. This contradictory reality was captured vividly by the experience of Arizona DREAMer Erika Andiola, a cofounder of the Arizona Dream Act Coalition, and a hlghly visible and effective activist. Her home was raided by ICE agents on the evening of january 10, 2013, and her mother and older brother were taken into custody. Stephen Lemons, DREAM Activist Erika Andiola Says Mom and Brother Taken into Custody by ICE, PHOENIX NEW TrMES BLOCS (Jan. 11, 2013, 9:00 AM), http:l/blogs.phoenixnewtimes.com/bastard/2013/ 01/ dream_activist_erika_andiola_s.php. Andiola made a video that was then circulated nationwide through social media in which she related her mother's and brother's detentions and sought help. Relating the circumstances of the ICE raid and her family members' arrests, Andiola wept and said, "1 need everyone to stop pretending that nothing is wrong, stop p retending that we're just living normal lives, because this can happen to any of us any time." Carla Chavarria, ErikaAndiola's Family Separated, YoUTUBE (Jan. 11, 2013), http:// www.youtube.com/ watch?v=FVZKfoXsMxk. The national outcry prompted by Andiola's video resulted in her mother's release, and the video petition has become a powerful tool in immigrant activists' arsenal for fighting detentions and deportations.
25. The risk to which an undocumented activist was exposed through such selfrevelation depended, in part, on the context in which he or she made it. Sharing one's status or one's story at an organization meeting created less risk of consequences than sharing one's status at a public rally, which in turn was less risky than sharing one's status at public rally at which one was about to be arrested for sitting down in a public thoroughfare. The varying consequences of selfdisclosure permitted activists some ability co regulate the risk to which they were exposing themselves. For more than a decade, we petitioned Congress for immigration reform only to be kicked around as a political football by both parties. We hoped things would change with President Obama but instead of feeling our pain, he caused more of it. Instead of executive action to grant us relief, he gave us record deportations and unprecedented quotas. When all else failed, we looked at the courts but even they seem ready to deny us our humaniry ... migrant communities have responded by losing our fear and peacefully defending ourselves. By learning our rights and more importantly, how to defend them when law enforcement tries to ignore them, we have created networks of protection that are prepared for the raids and rhe wrongful arrests.
ld.
44. Enabling the exercise of rights by Latino citizens and other allies may be another way that undocumented activists work indirectly in relation to rights. Activists involved in the civic engagement campaigns discussed previously may draw satisfaction and experience civic investment by enabling (while not being able to exercise) tl1e franchise. "I may not be able to vote," one volunteer explained, "but I can empower other people to vote." Arizona Immigrant Justice Project, supra (interview transcripts and notes on file with author). 56. Similarly, before the DREAM 9 asserted their right to reenter the United States after deportation or voluntary departure to join family members, no one knew that they would be permitted, even temporarily, to do so; some immigration experts had expressed the view that Mexican nationals were unlikely to be granted the opportunity to make out claims for asylum. Cf jason Dzubow, Mexican Asylum Seekers Need Not Apply, THE ASYLUMIST (Nov. 13, 2013), http://www.asylumist.com/ 2013/ 11/13/ mexican-asylum -seekers-need-not-apply (examining reasons that the rate of Mexican asylum claims granted is disproportionately low when violence in Mexico is high).
57. The term "emergent rights" is used to designate rights that activists are contending for but have not been formally recognized or enforced by govemmental actors. These might be formal rights that have not been enforced, such as the voting rights of African Americans prior to the enactment of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, or they might be de facto rights that emerge in a discretionary zone of enforcement, such as the de facto right to remain that may be enjoyed by undocumented immigrants when enforcement officials decline to detain or deport them under particular circumstances. The point made about "emergent" rights is that when protesters assert these rights by registeting to vote or coming out as undocumented in public settings, their acts are more performative (aimed at inaugurating a new political reality or bringing such rights into being) than descriptive of a set of entitlements that have been enforced or an expectation about governmental recognition of such rights.
58. The family of undocumented student activist Tam Tran was taken into custody only days after she testified before Congress in support of the DREAM Act. (After Tran mobilized the intervention of Representative Zoe Lofgren of California, they were released. 401, 430 (1987) . In her understanding, the form of rights did for African Americans in the civil rights movement what the civiJ rights movement is now doing for immigrant activists: it gave them a template with a legitimating grounding in law that activists, by force of will and determination, couJd extend into uncharted areas. Williams may be able to access a perspective not available to many legal scholars because her approach, although not systematically empirical, draws-as does Polletta's-on the narratives and perspectives of actors engaging in the process of asserting and defending their righLs.
